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The 10th Annual
NYC Holiday House

Bonnie Steves-Grand Foyer Photo by Marco Ricca

Dazzling Eye Candy for Design Aesthetes

By Karen LeBlanc
@Adesigntourist
For more info:
holidayhousenyc.com
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Each year, Holiday House NYC opens its doors to the public revealing a mansion packed with
dazzling eye candy from the industry’s top creative talents. The Academy Mansion, a 1920s limestone trophy house on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, tantalizes the senses, unfettered by creative
constraints as an interior design showcase and fundraiser benefiting the Breast Cancer Research
Foundation. The event, open to the public Nov. 15 through Dec. 6, is an idiosyncratic design
mashup from the minds of major design luminaries. This year marks the 10th anniversary of
Holiday House NYC, founded in 2008 by Iris Dankner, a breast cancer survivor who harnesses
the philanthropic power of design for breast cancer research. Here’s a look at this year’s showstopping spaces.

“Make Your Own Holiday”
by Young Huh Interiors & Domino
Photo credit Meghan McNeer

We start in the grand foyer designed by
Bonnie Steves to embody the power of
light and darkness, conveyed through
key pieces including a lighted bronze wall
sculpture and stacked ice sculptures by
Jeff Zimmerman in the fireplace.

Next we head into the blush pink walled kitchen
designed by Young Huh with graphic black and
white cabinets and Huh’s own line of black
and white tiles. The European-styled kitchen
“floats” in the middle of the room allowing the
classical architecture to shine through.

The living room designed by Alyssa Kapito
evokes a chic Parisian pied-a-terre with its airy,
white on white palette with pops of black.
Alyssa Kapito Interiors,
Photo Credit - Joshua McHugh
“Winter Solstice” by BSJ Associates
Photo Credit: Marco Ricca
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“Out of Africa” by Patrik Lönn Design
Photo by: Patrik Lönn

“Winter Holiday”
by Groves & Co. and Roche Bobois
Photo by: Michael Grimm Photography

A very different vibe emotes from the grand parlor, a
collaboration between luxury furniture brand Roche
Bobois and the New York-based design firm, Groves &
Co. Inspired by a sexy hotel lounge bar, the parlor features Roche Bobois’ Profile sofa in blue cabaret velvet
and organic, trunk-like Iron Tree cocktail tables.

In another parlor, designed by Sarah Magness working with the
Italian luxury brand Promemoriam, embodies the pedigree of
an English manor with its elaborately carved fireplace mantle
and Pierre Frey fabric screens that line the walls. The space is
ready made to enjoy a cognac and cigar with its custom bar,
chess table and brass inlay coffee table.
“New Years Eve” by Magness
Interiors & Promemoria
Photo by: Costas Picadas
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Moving into the exotic gentlemen’s
study envisioned by Patrik Lönn
Design Inc., art objects, materials
and textures from the designer’s
travels throughout Africa come
together to evoke the landscapes,
myths and folklores of Africa.

Wanderlust also is the
muse for a room designed
by Cheryl Settino who created “a wayfarer’s personal
space.” The tented room
cloaked with patterned
fabric features collected art
objects and an oversized
velvet sofa upholstered in a
bright golden hue.

Lucinda Loya Interiors explores
how opposites attract in her
design of a bedroom that plays
with color, pattern and texture
in a high-contrast palette. A
color-blocked custom-designed
bed made by Savoir Beds, The
Rug Company’s Zoom rug and a
feathered statement Swan Chair
from Roche Bobois create unexpected decor harmony.

“Zingara Study” by Cheryl Settino
Mosher & Robert Allen
Photo by: Allen Barry

“Opposite Day” by Lucinda Lova Interiors
Photo by: Alan Barry
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#TBT
by Jaime Walters

Media Room at London Holiday
House by Natalia Miyar
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Designer Jaime Walters’ children’s bedroom draws inspiration
from “Throw Back Thursday” a
nostalgic homage to childhood
imagination. The room is furnished in kinder Modern pieces
including emoji lights and the
chicken desk and a crib, bunk
beds and shelving by Oeuf in a
backdrop of soft neutrals punctuated with bright colors and plush
toys.

Spring Equinox
by Robin Baron Design Inc.
Photo by: Marco Ricca

In 2017, Holiday House
celebrates its 10th year of
showhouses with the debut of
Holiday House London, a companion fundraiser that features
top designers including Natalia
Miyar, who partnered with
LuxDeco to design a media
room featuring a hand-painted
velvet wallcovering contrasted
with natural materials and furniture, accessories and lighting
by LuxDeco.
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